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                Before the Public Service Commission of UtaH
________________________________________________________________

In the matter of Darlene Schmidt                Docket No. 17-035-62
Complaintant                                    Motion to determine
                                                jurisdiction with US
v                                               constitution Art. 3.2
                                                                                
Rocky Mt. Power Corp ghost                      Downes v. Bidwell court demanded                  
                                                Jury trial demanded                             
Respondent                                                                      
_____________________________________________________________________
Pursuant to our US constitution, Art. 3.2, I move this court to determine jurisdiction upon RMP Corp, whose legal, 
lawful definition has never been altered from being invisible, intangible, contemplation (praying) law and an artificial 
(nonexistent) person, as follows:

l.  Corporation is an artificial person, ghost/idol, created by Mad John Marshall, Dartmouth v. Woodward, 1819. Mad 
Marshall amended our constitution in Marbury v. Madison, l803...crowned himself King of America whose 
amendments need no congressional or state sanctions. Yeah, right. Holy Trease did not take jurisdiction over SLC Corp 
ghost.   Corporation never votes in elections or receives citizenship required for jurisdiction. Dartmouth's artificial 
person is not found in Art. 3.2, which finalizes this matter in an exparte hearing. It is imperative this court take Holy 
Trease's jurisdictional stand.  

2.  Art. 3.2 is the supreme law while Dartmouth and the administrative schedule are not. Justice comes from the rule of 
law, not the rule of schedule. I have been irreparably injured and endured unbearable pain from RF radiation poisoning, 
no different from arsenic poisoning  prosecutions.  I died from RF radiation poisoning and likely more than once. I am 
entitled to justice and compensation from the Art. 3.2 equity, justice, court. Bovier.  

I am entitled to enjoy life as much as the con artists running RMP ghost. I am entitled to enjoy the rest of my life 
without worry of money for medical treatment and care trained to deal with radiation poisoning. Italy and Germany 
recognized this medical condition after WWII. American refuses to accept their findings. I am entitled to go where 
necessary for treatments.  Art. 3.2's law court grants this. Equity comes from the word equal.  Bovier calls it the justice 
court. I know an equal court is a life for a life court, doing unto the doer what the constitution finds the doer did. 

I have the 'secured blessings of liberty' and A. 9 barring denial of these  constitutional rights.  I am not a throw-away 
disposable person because schizophrenic con artists refuse to live in reality and submit to the rule of law.   

3.  My matter cannot begin until jurisdiction is determined over RMP Corp ghost. I cannot serve RMP Corp until 
jurisdiction has been determined.  If RMP ghost is not a citizen, it would be treason to serve and recognize this ghost. 
Since I believe the US Const. is divine, I will not mock, amend it or other.  Jesus, Matt 21:43, said the Jews lost the 
kingdom of God. So did Jacob in Judah's blessing. Jesus said it would be given to another NATION, not a church, 
organization, person or other. Thus the kingdom of God is a political kingdom that will one day crown Jesus king. Jesus 
always slipped away when the Jews tried to crown Him. Joseph goes over the wall to America.  I cannot mock God's 
republic created by our supreme law. Downes v. Biwell submitted to our constitution by returning  the states back under 
the limits of the constitution, and Grant's exe order under the limits of his departments.  Downes cannot be overturned 
because it mimics our constitution.

4.  I encountered a corporate ghost in SLC Corp v. Schmidt, 2013, where Holy Judge Trease refused to amend the 
constitution and grant SLC Corp citizenship and jurisdiction. The UtCtAppeals noted in its order that lower court 
involved jurisdiction. No court wanted to answer my 3 jurisdiction questions in black and white responses. Holy Trease 
dismissed the case. I won, yet 6 months later SLC Corp sent a collection letter. Con artists truly are insane to believe a 
ghost/idol is untouchable my the law. 
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5. I refuse to waive my constitutional jurisdiction right that RMP, ghost/idol is not a citizen. Today's documents filed on 
behalf of RMP ghost/idol lack evidence of being able to communicate with the RMP ghost.  After I quoted Dartmouth's 
definition that a corporate ghost is invisible, intangible, contemplation (praying about) of law, artificial (nonexistent) 
person, I asked Mr. Roylance, SLC lawyer, how he communicated with Mr. SLC ghost. All lawyers froze for a long 
time.  I got in Mr. Roylance's face and he threw his hands in the air.  He did not know how SLC ghost hired him, paid 
him, gave him directions, wanted to prosecute me...  I sure didn't either.  As a special ed teacher, I had to teach my 5-8 
yr old students how to tell reality from fantasy. The quicker this was learned the faster rehabilitation occurred. Since 
Roylance admitted he, a citizen, could not communicate with SLC ghost, neither can Mr. Solander. 

6. RMP ghost's documents  cannot be filed as replies until this court rules on jurisdiction under Art. 3.2. I noted in 
RMP's letter, Dec. 20, 2017, to Mr. Widerburg, that RMP ghost's con artist reply, without jurisdiction, admits knowing 
RMP ghost has no standing in this court or any court: Para 1, "Rocky Mountain Power ("Company") hereby submits for 
filing its Answer and motion to dismiss in the above referenced matter."  I ACCEPT  RMP ghost's con artist's admission 
this court lacks jurisdiction over RMP ghost and the con artist claiming the RMP ghost hired him to reply.  I think Mr. 
Solancer is trying to avoid involuntary hospitalization for schizophrenia and disbarment.Advosary law is not 
constitutional: I can claim RMP ghost came to me demanding I inform this court the con artists runing RMP are 
criminals, traitors, liars, murderers, law breakers and so forth that he wants prosecuted for destroying his reputation.  I 
would have done this had SLC Corp and I gone to trial. The rule of law would have prosecuted Roylance. Solander's 
'company' is a trap to get this court hold a vigilante, schizophrenicic court. Mr. Solander wants to be prosecuted or he 
would not have done this.  

7.  The constitution Art 1 sec 10 forbids granting RMP ghost a title of citizenship nobility by any one at PSC.  Words 
are not required for a title of nobility to exist.  Actions such as filing RMP ghost's con artist response can prove violation 
of Art 1 sec 10. I learned child delusions prevent learning. I taught a 14 yr old student on his way to reform school, my 
class was his last stop, how to stay in reality.  He learned to read and be responsible. I did endure student abuse. 

I had a mentally disturbed child in my class whom I taught reality.  His teacher then begged to keep him in class since 
he contributed much. I disliked releasing a child who is not above his grade level so when he falls backwards, he is still 
on grade level. 

I substituted in a Magna class controlled by a class clown who demanded I get permission to teach, whom I could teach 
and on and on. After lunch we talked.  Why didn't the students like the clown student? Dead silence showed fear of him. 
A girl said they didn't like him or they would not laugh and would learn. He walked out. I lost control with laughing 
students who said he was getting his dad! I got a call to go to the office and tried to settle the students without extortion. 
I got another call. No one would go to recess who did not have the work done!  I faced a sneering principle and haughty 
angry father. I told how the clown prevented teaching and learning with his disruptions. Dad asked the clown if he did 
those things...Oh, no he didn't.  I told dad I was hired to teach and would teach unless he had affidavits from every 
parent saying they did not care if their child learned anything that year.  Dad left hold the clown's nap. 

I heard a weeping father on channel 7 say his son was the classroom clown not the school shooter!  What is the 
difference between clown and shooter power?  No one ever thanked me for preventing a school shooting! I had a duty to 
stop student madness like I have the duty to stop corporate ghost madness.  

8. Utah Code Ann. 64G-4-204(1) says a case must be served for it to begin.  I have not served anyone because I could 
not find RMP ghost.  I could not phone him or send him a letter that would not be intercepted by a con artist promoting 
a grandiouse delusion. Thus, I have not served RMP ghost and cannot until this court determines jurisdiction which is 
the first act that must occur, not exercising a time table.  See my motion/evidence of how Dartmouth upsets me and tries 
to force me to fantasize to understand it.  Having ALZ forces me to desire reality to know when ALZ has become too 
great for me to live on my own.  I do not know if Mr. Widerburg is a spokes person for PSC or the first court like city 
justice (?) courts. How can I enter a court where I must continuously pray to discuss the RMP ghost? Church and state 
are separated. I have prayed about this matter but I do not get answers to approve or submit to ghost jurisdiction. 

9. Art. 3.2 grants me and my complaint jurisdiction.  I am a citizen and vote in elections and do all other things citizens 
do.  I was born in America with flesh and blood which the RMP ghost does not have.  I make decisions on my own 
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which RMP ghost does not do. RMP ghost's con artists cannot prove RMP ghost exists, communicates with them when 
SLC Corp ghost/idol (Rev. beast's gov.) could not. When the masses know they have the beast's mark, run for your 
lives.  

10.  Mr. Solander read my documents or he would not have substituted "company" for corporation.  He has not 
sumbitted any identification he actually is hired by RMP ghost or that his license to practice law allows him to represent 
a ghost in any court. The lawyer oath grants no such authority.  

11.  No con artist can enter into court and represent any corporate ghost. Holy Judge Trease, upheld by UtCtAppeals, 
established this Art. 3.2 precedence.  God knew Holy Trease could have committed treason or violate her oath of 
office....but she chose to do God's will on earth like it is done in heaven.  Holy Judge Trease's giving me the jurisdiction 
I asked for shows no law exists allowing any bench to recognize a corporate ghost.

12. Since my matter does not begin until jurisdiction is determined, Mr. Solander willfully and deliberately took the law 
into his hands by filing his motions under the pretense that RMP ghost hired him...an act he can never prove. The 
aforesaid is adopted here. I would have objected to RMP orders had I received them.   

13.  Mr. Solander's motions are a trap, hoping I would innocently waive my right to be faced by a citizen. Were his 
motions filed in case a con artist works for PSC? The trap may have been filed to catch PSC committing treason. God is 
sending forth Holy Judge Trease's exercise of Art 3.2 jurisdiction.  The pendulum is swinging towards reality and a new 
dimension the seed of satan cannot survive in.  Look how they can't survive Pres. Trump introducing this dimension.    

14. I will never agree to a gag order. When I get my very large punitive damages, I will not be motivated to discuss it 
with others which is a boon for RMP ghost to avoid bankruptcy from many court cases. It is important to teach RMP 
con artists to respect life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, part of my secured blessings of liberty.  This award will 
cause RMP con artists to stop and think before they continue their serial RF military radiation weapon murders and 
wonder if they will be prosecuted like Flint Michigan gov officials. They now have everything to lose and nothing to 
gain. They may volunteer to work their week ends, holidays, and vacations without pay.  

PSC will be respected and con artists will shut their mouths and obey the law.  Since they have not submitted to any law 
for over 75 years, I suspect this showing could be a scam. I remember how Utah Light stopped billing every 2 months 
so no one would realize their bills had more than doubled.  We the people have purchased the power companies many 
times over. This award makes supervision, research on submitted schedules, and investigation much easier for PSC. 
Fraud will cease or become more subtle.  I will be watching.  

15. Obviously, lack of JURISDICTION OVER RMP GHOST, creates proceedings involving one party in exparte 
action. Jurisdiction grants all that I want to live with irreparable injury from RMP's RF. Autumn said when electricity 
flows, dangerous magnetic fields are created. When RF currents do not flow, dangerous electric fields are created! The 
analog meter is about a thousand times safer.  See exhibits of oscilliscope images of the RF spiking into the death range 
and analog meter spiking down the middle of the sine wave in a  preponderance of evidence.  

16. A test is demanded:  an analog meter is attached to incoming electricity, then to the RF meter, and usage 
comparisons made.  If there is a difference, PSC knows RMP con artists have written schedules full of lies, perjury, 
negligence, treason, and criminal violations of the law to murder, torture, disease...and go unpunished.  PSC has no 
authority to issue any title of murder nobility. I cannot be the test because I have to turn off RF current in my house to 
diminish electric and magnetic field radiation. I use a flash light as much as possible. I cannot get well until I can 
diminish and stop RF radiation poisoning.  Removing the RF meter, putting on an analog meter, greatly reduces the 
amount of radiation poison I constantly receive. I had daily heart attacks in 2016 starting at 2 am. RMP must remove the 
RF meter and replace my RF meter with a safe analog meter whose radiation I was able to endure. I will buy this meter. 
RMP services several states. No certificate exists claiming all Utahan's have RF meters.  I have been waiting for such an 
admission.   

17. In 11 years, I estimate RMP ghost's con artists have massed a trillion dollars from unfair and unreasonable charges. 
This over charge must be paid back to ensure RMP con artists compliance of the law. I remember when Ut Power n 
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Light started her violations of the law. She billed monthly at 2/3 to 2 monthly bill and slowing increased the monthly 
plunder.  I am convinced RMP has continued Ut Light's contempt for the rule of law.    

18. RMP ghost must install a dialectic connection between my home and the street water lines to stop transporting 
excessive electricity into my home that jumps on other electrical systems and raises my body temperature, developes 
tumors and so forth. The court may require water companies to share in this expense...boon for RMP ghost.

19. Insulate all RF broadcasting and receiving RF antennas.

20. Cease putting return electricity into the ground to find its way back to the transformer. Soil electricity is now so 
massive it electrocutes without trial, conviction and cause. Electricians warn to not go barefoot or lay on grass and wear 
rubber soled shoes when outside.  Barefoot walking is an American as baseball.  The neutral return is connected to the 
water line which goes into the street, increases, and enters homes because RMP con artists pocketed monies collected 
for installing a large wire able to return the RF current to the transformer. RNP must now install one to protect the 
masses from soil executions. This is a great loss of secured blessings of liberty.  God has heard our prayers.  

21.  The neutral return wire will be replaced with a much larger wire able to carry the neutral load and more back to the 
transformer to keep electrons on  wires where they belong. RMP must not be allowed to double charge citizens for 
having blown past collected operation monies on frivolous retirement funds and perks. Retirement funds must be 
confiscated. When RMP con artists lose retirement funds, they will find obedience to the rule of law much easier to do. 
The law does not allow plunder/theft to increase retirement funds because the future may look bleak. 

22. This court must declare analog meters were purchased by the land owner in their hookup fee. These meters are 
appenditures which allow the owner to replace them with the type of meter of their choice. RMP con artists are only 
guaranteed payment for actual electricity used. This could be a million dollar boon for RMP ghost.  Those who are sick 
and desperate to get well will buy and hire electricians to replace their meters. I have been told the RF meters do not last 
as long as the safer analog meters.  This is a savings patrons can choose and an RMP ghost boon.

23.  RMP will pay me 40 million in irreparable health punitive damages so I am not charged taxes.  I have too many 
bills incurred from Utah justice to repay. RMP radiation poisoning did cause a breast tumor, muscle pain, auto immune, 
thyroid, open heart surgery enduring patient abuse because nurses believed a dead patient cannot tell, a hard time living, 
burning skin, ringing ears, falling, and on and on. The copy of IHC's record of my open heart surgery shows I was 
resuscitated, murdered by RMP's RF meter. Obviously I need a nurse, maid, lawn, gardener, cook, handyman....to enjoy 
my secured my blessings of liberty.  

24,  RF suppliers will advertise RF radiation poison warnings and educate the public in protecting themselves from 
electronics using RF military weapon technology.

25. RMP's habit of taking the law into her own hands is a hard habit to terminate. I recommend RMP and Pacifico be 
confiscated and placed under the states serviced by RMP. I also recommend all RMP employees be prosecuted for 
murder, torture, cancer/diseases, and so forth.  It is well established the joy rider who does not know a robber is planned 
and executed, goes to jail as though her were inside robbing. These citizens must learn the rule of law is not vigilante 
law.

26.  I now show RF meters are unconstitutional as are all laws governing them. Mad Marshall's mere court order, uses 
identified occult opposite meaning law:  a mere court order is an amendment, and an amendment is a mere court order. 
See Marbury v. Madison. Opposite meaning only works if everyone is a schizophrenic. The preamble lists the criteria 
determining constitutional law.  In fact, it resulted in the establishment of our US constitutional law as follows:

1.  DOES THE RF METER FORM A MORE PERFECT UNION? No it does not. It disrupts the union and causes 
hatred for the con artists running nonexistent corporate government without authority to even exist. Distrust of those in 
power leads to rebellion.  

2.  DOES THE RF METER ESTABLISH JUSTICE?  No, imaginary titles of nobility are claimed to relieve all RF 
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meter con artists of serial murders, torture from heart disease, burning skin, dizziness, falling, auto immune disease, 
thyroid disease and on and on.  Titles of serial murder nobility are forbidden to the union and states.  RMP con artists 
are enjoying many titles of treaseon or vigilante or murder or torture or poisoning...nobility because no one has been 
prosecuted for serial murder, torture, and plunder. No one has recommended to the governor and AG RMP con artists 
must be charged with RF murders. Flint Michigan gov employees have, not any Utahans that I know of.  

3. DOES THE RF METER INSURE DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY?  No. The domestic domain is a killing ground.  
There is no escape in the domestic family home from RF poisoning. The domestic family home surrounds each room 
with emitting RF  fields damaging the health of all inside the antenna home. Autumn's email clearly shows RMP has no 
intention of obeying any law or providening any safe, healthy service. This is why I am convinced Pacifico will have to 
be confiscated to protect the public interest and cease RMP con artists torture and murders.   

4. DOES THE RF METER PROVIDE FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE? No.  A sick population cannot defend this 
nation.  Russia knows this and is waiting for Americans to be driven crazy so she can take over without a shot being 
fired. Russia will not preserve the lives of RMP con artists or allow them to destroy her military and people.  Russian 
would likely use the firing squad to relieve her of having to care for so many sick Americans.

5.  DOES THE RF METER PROMOTE THE GENERAL WELFARE?  No. Our government is our enemy providing 
titles of nobility that shield serial murder, tortures and death from RF military weapons attached to our homes.  I came 
to the PubSerCom and received no help. I was never given appeal instructions as is done by other Utahdepartments 
when they make any decision.  No protection exists from the RF meter.  No monies are provided to paint our homes, 
cover our windows, remove RF meters and on and on to promote health, peace, morality and safety of American 
citizens from RF mass murder.  The FCC has written rules that no one follows and are impossible to enforce by a few 
agents.

6. DOES THE RF METER SECURE OUR BLESSINGS OF LIBERTY TO OURSELVES (BORN) AND OUR 
POSTERITY (UNBORN) OR IS IT OURSELVES (UNBORN) AND OUR POSTERITY (BORN) OR DOES IT 
MATTER WHICH IS WHICH? No.  The RF meter con artists have granted themselves many titles of violation of our 
liberty nobilities.  I asked Gov. Herbert for the tens of thousands needed to protect my life from RF frequencies. I have 
heard nothing. He is either so depressed or suffering from RF brain damage barring him from understanding RMP con 
artists have stripped us of our secured blessings of liberty without cause.  
 

Thus the RF meter is 100% UNCONSTITUTIONAL.  It is proof of con artists taking the law into their own hands, 
treason, serial murder and on and on which will result in revolt both Washington and Smith have predicted.  Many 
medical doctors are predicting the 5G will cause so many diseases with chronic pain the masses will be driven berserk 
thirsting for human blood. Years ago I saw a man at the old courthouse with clenched jaws, coiled arms, white knuckles 
and asked him why he was there.  He spoke in an unexpected soft voice: when we lose our freedoms, we must shed 
blood to get them back!  I tried to talk to Petra at ACLU about him but she laughed saying those beaten up by gov forget 
about it in time. I believed her until I asked an old beaten 2 questions about his life. He was instantly at the mob level! It 
took me an hour to talk him down to the point I believed he would not blame me for what gov had done to him.  They 
do not forget. They wait, watch and savor the taste of justice.  Utah is a ticking time bomb.  Gov believed Petra.  

We have illegals given titles of violation of the law nobility and I want mine. I have asked where I apply for my title of 
violation of the law nobility that RMP con artists, illegals, criminals, murderers....have to avoid the equity's justice 
court.  See Bovier.  I thirst for justice.  I pine for it.  I beg God for it. I confront God that He does not care for me like 
Satan cares for his seed.  I have searched for Dan 7's saints that take possession of the kingdom of god taken from the 
Jews and given Joseph of Egypt in America.  Imagine finding God's seed in Holy Trease's court of law! 

I don't think the PSC has been confronted with as many puzzle pieces assembled as in my matter. PSC needs an 
opportunity to submit to the rule of law. God has promised to send Tare destroying and burniing angels. The wheat has 
never been put in the barn awaiting the restoration of all good.  No garden of eden, city of enoch, tabernacle, man 
walking the earth healing...which were spoken of by the prohets and therefore must be restored.  Christians are being 
slaughtered with bombs instead of lions. Almost all evil prophetic words are restored. 
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I put in my 2 cents. I want tares to be burned with Elijah's strange fire burning water logged wood.  Human bodies are 
water logged.  I want the burning to last 5 months with every moment demanding death which does not come for 5 
months.  The boils can be radiation blisters and burning skin.  I thought I would go crazy. Thousands on the net have 
burning skin and do not know it is from RF poisoning.  I heard their desperation between the lines but at the time did not 
know the source.   

In conclusion, I realize RMP may get byproduct assistance from patrons and other RF users, but I cannot see how to 
force RMP to repay medicare the million for my heart surgery and all the other medical costs from forcing me to excist 
for serial murder. We would not be in this mess had PSC been diligent in researching, investigating, and supervising 
electrical schedules for the last 80 years. Touch love is required to protect citizens and enforce the rule the law that 
everyone obeys. 

The appenditure announcement and RF danger ads can distract the masses so Mr. Smith's section 85 mass murder, does 
not restore the French revolution where the masses murdered all in governmnet, all who acted. looked like or 
backes/supported gov, and then themselves. I almost fell over after reading Joshua's court on Achen for taking Jerricho 
loot, whose children automatically died with him. Entire families will be erased off this earth. I don't want to watch this 
genetic cleansing from my window.    

I told God years ago I could not deal with 1 John 3:...  He reintroduced it:  Anyone who hates his bro/sis is a murder 
with no eternal life.  The RF meter was put on my home without my knowledge, agreement or approval by stealing my 
identify to give themselves permission to violate my analog contract--an act of hatred. RMP employees denied the Holy 
Ghost. Gary Gilmore said he got an idea to not murder children, but stomped it into the ground until it was silent--
denied the Holy Ghost; then murdered. He said he could not stop. He had the decencyto required a firing squad 
execution. RMP does not exhibit this kind of decency. The 2nd comforter witnesses truth to all in an attempt to save the 
world. 

I have trained through my classroom experiences in changing behavior and motivating submission to the law. I will 
answer questions and have done so about corporate ghosts and their jurisdictions. About 40 years ago, Utah men taught 
me about corporation...I did not connect the dots until my parking ticket given in free parking, when I asked Waddops 
for the capitol courtroom for Amend. 7 common Mosaic law courts. He refused to give it.  Elijah will give it. Elijah was 
a political prophet. Many know about corporation ghosts. It does not take a juris doctorate to understand law but does to 
understand schizophrenic delusions of the rule of law. I have heard illegals amend our constitution with their claims 
they are people in America.  Our constitution actually reads: we the people OF (not in) these united states...signifying 
citizenship and willingness to obey law. It takes several generations for an illegal to become a true American, not an 
oath.    

We are in such a mess, yet thousands are changing to move into a new restoration dimension of all good back to the 
time of Adam and Eve. We have almost finished the restoration of all evel. See Ezekiel 37 talking about Holy Judge 
Trease's awakening just before a 2nd resurrection of people who cannot be killed. Then comes the joining of the stick of 
Judah into the stick of Joseph.  See Jacobs blessings to Judah and Joseph on Egypt. Who will be left alive?  Does it 
matter?  Resurrected beings will fight for our freedoms from the seed of satan in government and elsewhere.  Truth is 
truth is truth and will stand forever and ever.  

January 22, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

Darlene Schmidt
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